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The aim of this paper is to give a way to construct a probability measure with 
nice ergodic properties on a locally convex topological vector space. We have two 
motivations; one is to give a generalization of a Gaussian measure and the other is 
to give an example of a probability measure with a rich kernel space. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff real topological vector spece, E’ be 
the topological dual space and (x, 0 be the canonical bilinear form on 
EXE’. 
A Bore1 probability measure ,U is said to be Radon iff we have 
p(A) = sup {p(K); K(compact) c A ). 
If E is a Polish (complete separable metric) space, every Bore1 probability 
measure is Radon. ~1 is called jiilZ iff the minimal closed linear subspace of 
probability 1 coincides with E and called non-degenerate iff p({O}) -C 1. 
A Gaussian Radon measure y on E is a Radon probability measure such 
that for every < in E’, r(x) = (x, <) is a Gaussian random variable with zero 
mean on the probability space (E, y). 
Recently many beautiful properties of a Gaussian Radon measure have 
been revealed and most of them are derived from the ergodicity of the 
“reproducing kernel Hilbert space.” In particular, Tsirelson [ 20, 21) and 
Sato [ 131 proved that for every Gaussian Radon measure y on E there exist 
a sequence (xk} in E and a sequence (& \ in E’ such that 
x = lim 2 (x, f$) xk 
k=l 
= 1, 
in the topology of E 
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and {(x, &)} is a real independent random sequence on (E, y) with the same 
Gaussian law of mean zero and variance one. 
Conversely let {&} be a sequence of a real independent random variables 
on a probability space (a,,, PO), (x,,} be a sequence in E and assume that 
cc 
P,, CO E ii?,,; C r&(w) xk converges in E 
&=I 
The aim of this paper is to show that the limit distribution ,U has the same 
ergodic properties as those of a Gaussian Radon measure under certain 
assumptions on the distributions of {r&J, in particular, it has all the nice 
ergodic properties of a Gaussian Radon measure if all the distributions of 
{rk} are symmetric and mutually absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure. 
When E is the function space R T, where T is a set, Tsirelson [20] proved 
an ergodic property of such a measure. Smoljanov [ 17, 181 and Hoffmann- 
Jorgensen [6] proved the zero-one law and the Riesz property for the 
product measures on the sequence space. We make use of their results. 
On the other hand, let ,D be a Radon probability on E, L,(u) be the 
complete metrizable topological vector’ space of all p-measurable functions 
on E with metric 
If(x) - g(x)1 
dV; g, = I, 1 + p-(x) - g(x)/ 
dp(x) 
’ f, gEL&) 
and R, be the canonical map of E’ into L,,(p) defined by 
R, if = (x, <> E Lo@), <EE’. 
Let Mb) be the collection of all p-measurable linear functionals on E and 
define M(u) = R,(hft’~)). The measurable dual of (E, ,u) is the closure of 
R,(E’) in L,,(U) and denoted by E“. Obviously E” is a subspace of M(U). 
The kernel space of p is the topological dual of (E”, d) and denoted by X,. 
(E“, d) is a complete metrizable topological vector space but, in general, not 
locally convex. Therefore X, may be {O}. For example, let 9 be the space 
of all rapidly decreasing functions on the real line, 9” be the topological 
dual of 9 and a be a positive number 0 < a < 1. Then, by Minlos’ theorem, 
0 
+CX 
i(t) =exp - I @>I” dt 9 --oo 1 <EP 
defines a Radon probability measure ,u on 9’ but we have ZP = (0). 
If y is a Gaussian Radon measure on E, the measurable dual EY is a 
separable Hilbert space (Sat0 and Okazaki [ 121) and the kernel space Z;, 
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which is called the reproducing kernel Hilbert space, determines the structure 
of the measure y completely. 
Recently the kernel space has been studied by many authors (Bore11 [3 ]- 
Hoffman-Jorgensen [ 61, Chevet 14, 51, Smolenski [16], Kwapien and 
Smolenski [9]). But, even if E is complete, we have few examples of 
probability measures which have the kernel space separating the points of 
E“. In the following examples the kernel space separates the points in the 
measurable dual. 
(a) p is symmetric a-stable (1 <a < 2), that is, there exists a measure 
13 on E such that 
where ,c is the Fourier transform of b. 
(b) P is s-convex (s > -1) (Bore11 [3]). 
(c) P is a product measure on the sequence space (Hoffman-Jorgensen 
161). 
The probability measure which we shall construct has a rich kernel space 
so that it separates the points of the measurable dual. 
Explicitly stating we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space. 
ix, (#O)} be a sequence in E and E, be the linear subspace spanned by (xk 1. 
Let ( ik ) be a sequence of real independent random variables on a probability 
space (a,, PO), (Pk ) be the distributions of ( ik }. assume that 
w E a,,: \’ &(u) xk converges in E 
&%I 
and let p be the limit distribution. Then p has the following properties. 
( 1 ) (Souslin support j. There exists a Souslin subset (a continuous 
image of a Polish space) of p-measure one so that p is a Radon measure on 
E. 
(2) (Ergodicity). ,u is E,-ergodic, that is, for eveq! p-measurable 
subset A such that 
A + E,cA, 
we have p(A) = 0 or 1. 
(3) (Zero-one law). If every P, is continuous, then every ,a 
measurable linear subspace E, of E has p-measure 0 or 1 and in the latter 
case we have E, c E,. 
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(4) (Linear support). If the support of every P, is the whole real line, 
then the topological support (the minimal closed subset of p-measure 1) is the 
closure of E, in E so that a closed linear subspace. 
(5) (Quasi-invariance). If every P&s mutually absolutely continuous 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure, then ,u is E,-quasi-invariant, that is, 
for every x,, in E, the probability measure defined by 
is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to p. 
(6) (Riesz property). If every P&s symmetric and non-degenerate, 
then the measurable dual E’ coincides with &,u). 
Furthermore tf there exists a sequence (&} in E’ such that 
t*> 
then every p-measurable linear functional < has the form 
k=l 
a.e. &>, 
which converges almost surely. 
(7) (Kernel space). If every P, is symmetric and non-degenerate, then 
E, is a subspace of the kernel space ZW and separates the points of the 
measurable dual E”. 
(8) (Bochner’s theorem). Assume that every P, is symmetric and non- 
degenerate, U is full and there exists a sequence {rk} in E’ with property (*). 
Then for every continuous nonnegative definite functional f on E with 
f(0) = 1, there exists a Radon probability measure m on EU such that: 
(a) The canonical map R,; XU = (E”)’ -+ (E’)“’ is extended to E. 
(b) For every x in E we have 
f(x) = JE” eiXcl) d,m(Q, 
where x(r) = (R,x)(Q. 
If E, is dense in E and every P, is symmetric and mutually absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, in particular, non- 
degenerate Gaussian with mean 0, ,u has all the properties (l)-(7). For a 
Gaussian Radon measure (1) was proved in Tsirelson [20], Sato [ 131 and 
Talagrand [ 191, (2) in Umemura [22], (3) in Kallianpur [7], (4) in Badrikian 
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and Chevet (21, (5) in Rozanov [ 111, (6) in Kanter [ 8 ] and (8) in Sato [ 14 j 
and Okazaki (lo]. 
At the end of the paper we shall give an explicit example. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let R be a Hausdorff topological space and P be a Radon probability 
measure on Q. Then a map X of D into E is called an E-valued random 
variable iff X is P-Lusin measurable, that is, for every positive number c 
there exists a compact subset K such that P(K) > 1 - E and the restriction of 
X to K is continuous. Furthermore if J2 is a topological vector space and the 
above compact subset K is chosen as absolutely convex. then X is called 
convex P-Lusin measurable. 
LEMMA 1. Let f2 be a Polish space, P be a probability measure on R, E 
be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space and (X,} be a 
sequence of independent E-valued random variables on (Q, P). Then, f 
S, = Cl=, X, almost surely converges in E, the limit map S is also P-Lusin 
measurable so that an E-valued random variable. Furthermore if Q and E 
are quasi-complete locally convex topological vector spaces and every X, is 
convex P-Lusin measurable and linear, then S coincides almost everywhere 
bi,ith a convex P-Lusin measurable map S of R into E. 
Proof: The idea of the proof is due to Tsirelson 1201. 
Let { 1 1 I : /1 E /i } be the collection of all continuous semi-norms on E and 
R, = (w E l2:Iim 1 S(w)- S,(o)/, = 0 for every 3, in n }. 
n 
Then, by assumption, we have P(O,) = 1. 
Since every X, is P-Lusin measurable, for every n there exists a compact 
subset K, = K(n) of Q, such that P(K,) > 1 - l/n and for every k the 
restriction of S, to K, is continuous. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that every open subset of K, has a positive measure. 
For every positive number E, every 1 in A and every natural number n 
define 
r(n, E, n) = n {O E K, : 1 S,(W) - Sj(w)ln ~ E}. 
k.j>n 
Then P(I. F, n) is closed in K, and we have 
5 T(A, E, n) 3 K, 
n-1 
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Since K, is complete metrizable, there exists a natural number n, = n&I, E) 
such that r(A, E, n,) includes an open subset of K, . Let {U,,,} be a countable 
basis of open subsets of K, and define 
A, = {A E n : qn, E, n,(A, E)) 3 Urn}, 
m = 1, 2, 3 ,... . Then we have U,A,=A. 
For every w in R, define 
4’Yw) = SUP{IS,(W) - sj(W)l, ; k, j > max(l, n,(l, c)), A E A,}, 
I= 1, 2, 3 ,..., and 
P(w) = lim, SF(w). 
Then for every n, S;t is lower semi-continuous on K, and since we have 
lim, P(K,) = 1, 6: is P-measurable on R. Obviously 6” is a tail functional 
and by Kolmogorov’s O-l law we have 
cJ~(w) = constant, a.e. 
On the other hand, since every open subset of K, has a positive measure, we 
have 
P(w E f2, : P(w) < E) 
> liy P(w E R, : do < E) 
> li? P(w E K, : 6:(o) < E) 
so that 
am(w) & E, a.e. 
Therefore for every m there exists a natural number l(m) such that 
P(w E Q, : 61;,,(o) < 2E) > 1 -E/2”. 
Define for every E > 0 
D(E) = (-) {o E 52, : 61;,,(o) ,< 2E). 
m 
Then we have 
P(LqE)) > 1 - E. 
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For every 2 E /1, there exists a natural number m(& E) such that ,I E /im,,l.r, 
and we have 
2E 2 sup 8;;1,:1f)&4 
wrR(c) 
Since E is arbitrary; for every positive number a and a natural number n 
define 
Then we have 
P@,) > 1 -a 
and for every ,I E A 
Iii sup 1 S,(w) - Sj(W)(, = 0. 
k&m wan, 
Therefore Sk converges to S uniformly on fi, so that S is continuous on fin. 
Since P is a Radon measure, there exists a compact subset K of d, such that 
P(K) > 1 - a and this proved the first part of the lemma. 
In the above proof, if 52 and E are quasi-complete locally convex 
topological vector spaces and every X, is convex P-Lusin 
measurable and linear, then the absolutely convex closed hull R of K is also 
compact and, since every K, is chosen as absolutely convex compact and fin 
is absolutely convex closed, we have I?c &, and {S,} is a Chauchy 
sequence uniformly on B. Since E is quasi-complete, there exists a convex P- 
Lusin measurable map ,!? of f2 into E such that S,, converges to s uniformly 
on I? and this proves the Lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem 
Let {ck) be a sequence of real independent random variables on a 
probability space (a,,, P,,), (Pk} be the distributions of (ck), (xk (#O)} be a 
sequence in a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space E and E,, be 
the linear subspace spanned by {xk). Assume that 
P, 0 E R, : 5 ck(cO) xk converges in E) = 1. 
k:I 
and let ,D be the limit distribution. 
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Let E be a map of 0, into the sequence space Rm defined by 
8; w E .R,, -+ {Ck(w)} E R*, 
and for every k let 2, be the coordinate function 
Zk;Z={Zk}ERm-*ZkER1, 
and let X, be a map of Rm into E defined by 
X,;ZER~+X~(Z)=Z~(Z)X~EE. 
Then obviously E is a P,-measurable map, the image measure P = P, o E-’ 
is the product measure nk P,, {X,) is a sequence of independent E-valued 
random variables, we have 
5 X,(z) converges in E 
k=l 
and the limit distribution coincides with p. 
(1) Souslin support. Since R”O is a Polish space, Lemma 1 is applicable 
and 
S(z) = 2 X,(z) 
k=l 
is a P-Lusin measurable map. Therefore for every positive number E there 
exists a compact subset K in Rm such that P(K) > 1 - E and the restriction 
of S to K is continuous. Consequently, since K is also complete separable 
metrizable, F = S(K) is a compact Souslin subset of E such that 
p(F) > P(K) > 1 - E. 
This proves (1). 
(2) Ergodicity. Let Rp be the collection of all z = {zk} in R* with 
finitely many non-zero coordinates. Then it is well-known that the product 
measure P = nk P, is RF-ergodic. 
On the other hand, obviously 
Q, = z E R”: S(z) = f X,(z) converges in E 
k=l I 
is a linear subspace of R”O, S is a linear map of 0, into E and we have 
RF = S- ‘(E,) c Q, . 
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Let A be a ,n-measurable set such that 
A +E,cA. 
Then we have 
Sm’(A)+R,“=S-‘(A)+S-‘(E&S-‘(A+E,)cSm’(A), 
so that 
y(A)=P(S-‘(A))=0 or 1. 
(3) Zero-one law. If every P, is continuous, then, by Theorem 6 of 
Smolyanov [ 181 and Theorem 3-1 of Hoffmann-Jorgensen [6], every P- 
measurable linear subspace L of Rm has P-measure 0 or 1 and in the latter 
case we have Rr c L. 
Let E, be a pu-measurable linear subspace of E. Then S- ‘(E,) is a P- 
measurable linear subspace of R” so that we have 
p(E,) = P(S-‘(E,)) = 0 or 1 
and in the latter case E, = S(Rr) is included in E, = S(S -‘(E,)). 
(4) Linear support. Assume that for every k the topological support of 
P, is the whole real line, let pk be the distribution of X, and E0 be the closure 
of E, in E. Then for every k the topological support of ,uk is the one- 
dimensional linear subspace spanned by xk. 
Let C be the topological support of ,u. Then, since p is a Radon measure. 
we have 
C = {x E E: p(U,) > 0 for every open neighborhood U, of x} 
Let V be an arbitrary open neighborhood of 0 in E. Then, since S, 
converges to S almost surely, there exist a natural number n(V) such that 
P(z E R”: S(z) - S,(z) E V) > 0 
for every n > n(V). 
Since E is a topological vector space, for every x0 = xi= i akxk in E, and 
every open neighborhood U of x0 there exist open neighborhoods U, of x0 
and V, of 0 such that U, + V, c U, and define n, = max(n, n(V,,)). Since we 
have 
x0 = a,,~, + a2x2 + ... + a,x, 
=a,x,+a,x,+~~~+a,x,+O+O+~~~+O, 
(II,,- n-times 
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there exist open neighborhoods U, of akxk, k = 1, 2, 3,..., n, and of 0, 
k = n + I, n f 2,..., n, such that 
Therefore we have 
p(U) = P(z E Rm : S(z) E U) 
= P(z E R” : X,(z) + X,(z) f -a. +X,,(z) + S(z) - s,o(z> E U) 
>P(zER”O: X,(z) E U,, k = 1,2,..., n,, S(z) - S,Jz) E V,) 
and, since X,, X,, X, ,..., Xnn, S - S,O are independent, 
P(U) >P(z E R”: S(z) - S,,(z) E I’,) 2 P(z E Rm: X,(z) E U,) > 0, 
k=l 
so that x0 belongs to C. This implies that E, c C. 
On the other hand it is obvious that C c ,!?,, . Therefore we have 
so that C coincides with the closed linear subspace i?,,. 
(5) Q uasi-invariance. Assume that every P, is mutually absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with density pk(f) = 
dP,/dt > 0, a.e. (dt), N be a p-null subset of E and x,, = Ci=, akxk in E,. 
Then we have 
0 = 09 = J’ x.J-4 44x) 
E 
= I x&W)) dp(z) R’U 
= f E[xN 1 Sn](z,, zx,..., z,,) f1 pk(zk) dz, dz, .a. dz,, 
-R” k= I 
where .9,, is the u-algebra on Rm generated by {Z,; k = 1, 2,..., n} and 
E (xN / 9n] is the conditional expectation with respect o 5?$. Since we have 
fj, pk(zk) > 0, a.e. (dz, dz, ... dz,), 
so that 
Elx,v I B,z](zI, z2 ,..., ZJ = 0, a.e. (dz, dz, . . . dz,). 
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On the other hand we have 
Pu,“(N = 1. XI-(X + %I 44x) -t. 
= 1 x$.(S(z -- Z”)) dP(z), 
.R’ 
where z,, = (a,, a,, a3 ,..., a,,, 0,O ,... / E RR, so that 
=I EI~~/~~~P,J(z,+a,,z,+a,,...,i.+a,) InI P~(z~)~z, ... dz, 
R” k I 
= 1' E[x,v I .-ipn](z,, zz,..., z,,) 1'1 pk(zk - ak) dz, ... dz, 
-R” k;l 
= 0. 
This proves (5). 
(6) Riesz property. Assume that every P, is symmetric and non- 
degenerate. and let &, be a ~-measurable functional on E. Then, 
is a P-measurable linear functional on R”? ;tnd by Theorem 4-3 of Hoffman 
Jorgensen 161 we have 
dz? &,) = ” t&k) z,(i )3 a.e. (P). 
Er 
Therefore ~(z, to) belongs to the measurable dual (R”)’ and by Theorem 1 
of Urbanik I23 ), ~(z, &,) is convex P-Lusin functional. 
In order to prove the converse assertion, let l? be the completion of E and 
,G be the extension of p to 8. Then, since E’ = I?’ and g(E) = 1, we have 
E; = E” and H(@) =. aV&). Therefore, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that E is complete. 
Since E and R” are complete locally convex and all the coordinate 
functions {Z,} are continuous linear on R”, by Lemma 1 we may assume 
that S(z) is a convex P-Lusin measurabh map. Consequently, for every 
positive number E there exists an absolutely convex compact subset K of R” 
such that the restrictions of w(z, co) and S(z) to K are simultaneously 
continuous so that F = S(K) is an absolutely convex compact subset of E. 
Since K is Polish, F is compact Souslin so :hat metrizable (Schwartz 115 1). 
We shall show the continuity of &, on F. Since co is linear and F is 
absolutely convex, it is sufftcient to show the continuity of l,, at 0. Assume 
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that & is not continuous at 0. Then there exists a sequence (x,} in F which 
converges to 0 and lim inf &,(xn) > 0. Let {z,,} be a sequence in K such that 
X” = S(z,), n = 1, 2, 3 )... Then, since K is compact metrizable, there exists a 
convergent subsequence {z,,,\. By assumption we have 
lim S(z,,) = 0 
so that 
0 = lim w(zns, to) =&t;,(O) 
= lim [,(S(z, ,)) = lim f&(x, ,) 
and this is a contradiction. 
Therefore <,, is a convex p-measurable linear functional on E and by 
Corollary l-l-5 of Alfsen [ 11, &, is uniformly approximated on F by a 
sequence of continuous linear functionals on E, so that <,, belongs to E”. 
(7) Kernel space. Assume that every P, is symmetric and non- 
degenerate. Then, by P. Levy’s inequality we have for every < in E’ and 
every positive number E 
&4x E E; I+, t)l > ~1 
Therefore, if (x, <) converges to 0 in probability ,u, then 
suP, 1 xi!= 1 lxk 9 8 zk( 11 z converges to 0 in probability P and since we have 
for every n 
j&r ‘t) z,(z)/ = k$, cxk3 t) zk(z) - x; lx,, t> ‘k(‘) ( 
< 2sup $- (xk,t)zk(z) 2 
n k=l 
(x,, <) Z,(z) converges to 0 in probability P. Therefore, since P, is non- 
degenerate, (x,, c) converges to 0 if c converges to 0 in the metric d of 
L,(U). This implies that every x, is a continuous linear form on (I?‘, d) and, 
since E’ is dense in the measurable dual Ep’, x, belongs to the kernel space 
-X, = (EN)’ for every n so that E, is included in jr;. 
On the other hand, for every r in E” there exists a p-measurable linear 
subspace D, in E such that p(Dr) = 1 and 6 is a linear functional on D, 
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(Urbanik 123 I). Assume that { vanishes on E,. Then for every x0 in E, we 
have 
m + XII) = r(x) + &II) = 5(x), a.e. @I). 
Therefore. by E,-ergodicity of ,G we have 
r(s) = constant, a.e. (Jf). 
and since .ti is symmetric, 
T(x) = 0, a.e. @). 
This proves (7). 
(8) Bochner’s theorem. Assume that every P, is symmetric and non- 
degenerate, p is full and let (&} be a sequence in E’ such that 
(ey.j3 tk) = djkr j, k = 1, 2, 3 ,... . (“) 
Let f be a continuous non-negative definite functional on E with f(0) = I. 
Then there exists a probability measure Q on (E”, g(E”. E)) such that 
eicX*“’ dQ(& x E E, 
where E” is the algebraic dual of E, (x, 0 is the canonical bilinear form on 
E x Ea and F’(Ea, E) is the minimal a-algebra on Ea that makes all 
functions ((x, .); x E E) measurable. 
For every l in E” and every natural number n define 
S,(z) = c Z,(z) Xk, zER”. 
k:, 
and let .%‘(Ra) be the Bore1 field on R”. Then w,,(z, 5) is 
d(R”) x g(E”. E)-measurable and continuous in z for every fixed r in Ea. 
Since f is bounded continuous, we have 
1 dP(z) 1 1 -exd-I u/&, 0 - w,,,(z, <)I I dQ(t) RX EO 
1. dt . =- 
?l ! J-T7 R” J 1 -J-W&> - S,(z))) dP(z) 
+ 0, as n,m-++ co. 
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Therefore (v,(z, 6)) is a Cauchy sequence in L,(P X Q) so that there exists a 
P x Q-almost surely convergent subsequence. By a similar estimation we can 
extract a subsequence of 
F,(z) = j 1 - exp(-l@(z), t> - (S,(z), @I> dQ(T), n = L&3,..., 
R= 
which converges to 0, P-almost surely. For the simplicity of the notation, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that (w,(z, <)) and (F,(z)} 
converge almost surely. 
Put 
p = ((z, () E R” x Ea; lip ty,,(z, <) exists, lim F,(z) = O} 
” 
and let 
Then j? and ((z, <) are P x Q-measurable and we have 
(P x Q>W = 1. 
By Fubini’s theorem there exists a Q-measurable subset ‘@“of E” such that 
Q(7@“) = 1, and for every < in ?@‘“, ~(z, <) belongs to the measurable dual 
(R”)’ which has the form 
Y(Z, t) = lim w&, t) = G Z,(z>(x,, t>, ” k:l 
where the convergence is P-almost surely. 
Define a map !P of 7Yinto Ep by 
Then by condition (*) we have 
and in particular for every k 
yv(<)(xk> = dekT 0, c E 7K 
where ek is the kth unit vector in Rm. Therefore !P is a measurable map of 
79‘ into (E”, %?(E”, E,)), where 5T(Ev, E,) is the minimal a-algebra on Ep 
that makes all the functions (g,(r) = r(x); x E E,} measurable. 
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On the other hand, since by (l), ,u has a Souslin support, L,@) so that E” 
is a Polish space and since by (6), E, separates the points of E”, %‘(E?‘, E,,) 
coincides with the Bore1 field of E”. Let ll~ be the image measure Q o Y ‘. 
Then M is the required. The remaining part of the proof is proved in the 
same manner as in Sat0 I14 I. 
Remark. In the above proof of (8), condition (*) can be replaced by a 
condition under which S(z) = 0 implies ~(z, 0 = 0 for every < in F: For 
example it is enough that the map S is injective. 
3. EXAMPLE 
Let E be the Banach space of all continuous functions on 10, 1) which 
vanish at t = 0 with the norm 
{-uA} be a sequence in E defined by 
x”(t) = t, O<t<l. 
x,(t) = nk sin nkt, k = 1, 2,.... 
(?lk IF-o be a sequence of real independent random variables with the same 
Cauchy distribution 
1 du -___ 
71 1+u” 
(u,}: (, be a sequence of positive numbers such that 
“, ak 
\ k<SCO. 
h-1 
and define 
ck =‘kr?h? k = 0, I, 2,... 
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Then the linear subspace spanned by (xk} is dense in E and by 
Kolmogorov’s three series theorem 
f IlkI lIXkllm < +a), 
k=O 
converges almost surely so that 
s = c &x(t), o<t< 1, 
k=O 
converges in E almost surely. 
On the other hand let {c$} be a sequence of Radon measures on (0, 11 
defined by 
&k(t) = \/z nk sin nkt dt + \/z(-1)” 6,) k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
where 6, is the Dirac measure concentrated on t = 1. Then we have 
(xk> tj) = bkj, k, j= 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Therefore the distribution ,U of S has all the properties (l)--(8). 
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